The following mapping theorem of Banach [l] is well known. It is the basis of most proofs of the Schroder-Bernstein equivalence theorem.
If X and Y are sets andf: X-> Y and g : Y->X are injective mappings, then there exists partitions2 X = Xi+X2
and Y=Yi+Yi such that f(Xi)=Yiandg(Y2)=X2.
The conclusion of this theorem can be rephrased in the following way.
Let AÇXXYbe the relation between X and Y defined by are now prepared to state the main result of this paper which extends the above theorem of Banach. For sets U and V, U\V is the set consisting of those elements of U which are not in V.
1. Theorem. Let X and Y be sets with given partitions ¿~^i£i Xi and Y= zZieJ y i where I and J are arbitrary index sets. For each iEI, let integers a¡ and a[ be specified with O^a.ga/.
For each jEJ, let integers b¡ and bj be specified with OrSèyraô/. Suppose f: X°->Y0 is a bijection where X°Ç.X and F°ç Y with (1) ö<= \Ít\X»\ (iED, Note that PlQ0X\X°. If P^/Zf, then X'-X6, F'= F°, Ä=/ satisfy the conclusion of the theorem. Hence we can assume P1?¿0. We proceed inductively. Let « 2; 1 and suppose the following six families of sets have been defined, each family consisting of mutually disjoint sets:
(7) {XkQX:lûkun} withX1 Q °X\X°andX*ç: (If n = 1, then Uj:* F* = UJll Q* = 0.) We then define We now show how to define Xn+1, Pn+1, and Un+1. Let Hence XiQX' and FiÇ Y'. Thus the corollary is a special case of the theorem. We now give an application of the main result to transversal theory.
Let 21(7) = (^4,-: *G7) be a family of subsets of a set E. Here 7 is an index set, and it is possible that Ai = A{' for i?±i' in 7. A family (e¡: í'G7) is a system of distinct representatives of the given family 3Í(7) provided eiG^4< (¿G7) and the elements e{ (iEI) are distinct. The set {ei-.iEl} is a transversal of 21(7). If |£| < w and | 7| < <» and E= zZvt-i Ej is a partition of E with associated integers 0^b,^bj, then A. J. Hoffman and H. W. Kuhn [3] gave necessary and suffi-cient conditions that the family 21(7) have a transversal {e¿:¿£7} with 6/g|£/!{<?<:*£/}| g&/(lg/gp).
A consequence of their conditions, as was noted in [2] , is that if there is a transversal [el : iEl} with èyg | EjC\{ei : iEl) \, 1 g/g£, and a transversal {e'/:iEl} with \EjC\ \e": iEl} \ go/, lg/gp, then there is a transversal with the above properties. In fact the Hoffman-Kuhn theorem is a special case of the so-called symmetric supply-demand theorem [2] , which can indeed be used to derive our main result in case the sets X and F are finite. It is in fact the symmetric supply-demand theorem which led the author to the main result of this paper. The following corollary extends the aspect of the Hoffman-Kuhn theorem mentioned above. It is an immediate consequence of the main result.
Corollary
2. Let 21(7) = (Ai-. iEl) be a family of subsets of a set E
and let E = a)<cj Ej be a partition of E. Let integers 0 g b¡ g b¡ be given
for each jEJ-Suppose there is a subfamily (Aí: i El 0) of 21 (7) 
